
BES

• No significant differences across groups (F(2,40)=.802; p=.456, η2=.04).

MMC

• No significant differences across groups in the MMC index (F(2,40)=.705; p=.500, η2 =.03).

• BSL group did not show the typical correlation between MI and ME for the left hand (r=.316; n=12; p=.316, two-

tails) (Figure 1, Panel a).

MBM

• No significant differences across groups in the MBM index (F(2,40)=.295; p=.746 , η2=.014).

• All groups showed a correlation between movements imagined on the right and left side (r>.934; p< .001; two-tails).

HLT

Effect of Stimulus Orientation

• No significant difference across groups (F(2,40) = 2.375, p= .106, η2 = .11).

Effect of Biomechanical Constraints

• Main effect of Group on Accuracy (F(2,40)=5.961, p=.005, η2 =.23): tango dancers more accurate (Mean=94.61;

SE=1.86) than controls (Mean=85.27; SE=2.05) (mean difference= 9.34; p=.005) (Figure 1, Panel b).

MLDT

Effect of Stimulus orientation

• No significant differences across groups (F(2,40) = 1.449, p= .247, η2 = .07).

Effect of Biomechanical constraints

• No significant differences across groups (F(2,40) = .032, p= .968, η2 = .002).
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• Using British Sign Language (BSL) changes MI abilities only when more awareness is required.

• The change is specific to the linguistic expertise: our hypothesis is that the left hand, normally used as a sign post in

BSL, “looses” its representational motor function in favour of a linguistic competence.

• Our data on tango dancers replicate findings on expertise modifying body representation (Cocchini, Galligan, Mora &

Kuhn, 2018): professional dancers have a more accurate representation of their body (Ramsay & Riddoch, 2001).

• Taken together, our data suggests that expertise per se does not explain changes in MI and BR. A specific direction of

changes can be identified depending on the function of the body.

Using the body for a linguistic purpose > more awareness and conscious access > overwriting of physical constraints

Non linguistic communicative uses > less awareness and conscious access > more accurate representation

b) Hand Laterality Task (HLT) (Parsons, 1987; 1994; Fiori et al., 2014)

Task requires to estimate if a picture of a hand (back/palm) refers to the right or to the left hand; pictures presented

are at four different orientation: 0°; 90°; 180°; 270° . RTS and Accuracy are recorded.

c) Mirror Letter Discrimination Task (MLDT) (Fiori et al., 2014)

Visual imagery task as control for the HLT. Task requires to decide if alphanumeric characters (“F” or “J”) shown

at four different orientation (same of HLT) are presented in a canonical or mirror-reversed position. RTS and

Accuracy are recorded.

d) Mental Motor Chronometry (MMC) (Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005; Sirigu, Duhamel, Cohen, Pillon,

Dubois & Agid, 1996)

Task is composed by 2 conditions, an imagery condition and an execution condition, of four movement: index and

thumb opposition; thumb extension from the fist; middle finger crossed on the index finger; extension of the index and

the little fingers. RTs are recorded.

e) Mental Bar Movement (MBM) (Fiori et al., 2014)

Developed as a control task for the imaginative part of the MMC; this task requires participants to imagine the

movement of one or two bars, instead of fingers, in the left and right space. Movement are: two bars getting close to

each other; one bar raising up from other bars; two bars crossing each other; two bars extending together from

bottom to top. RTs are recorded.

a) Body Esteem Scale (BES) (Franzoi & Shields, 1984)

This scale allows to explore emotional components related to the mental representation of the body.

SAMPLE

Forty-three right handed individuals were recruited for this study:

1. Twelve hearing BSL users (mean age ± SD: 39.9 ± 12.1; 11 females);

2. Seventeen tango dancers (mean age ± SD: 43.5 ± 15.9; 11 females);

3. Fourteen controls (no body expertise) (mean age ± SD: 27 ± 9.1; 12 females). 

TASKS
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